Hybrid ab initio Kohn-Sham density functional theory/frozen-density orbital-free density functional theory simulation method suitable for biological systems.
A hybrid computational method intended for simulations of biomolecules in solution is described. The ab initio Kohn-Sham (KS) density functional theory (DFT) method is used to describe the chemically active part of the system and its first solvation shells, while a frozen-density orbital-free (FDOF) DFT method is used to treat the rest of the solvent. The molecules in the FDOF method have fixed internal structures and frozen electron densities. The hybrid method provides a seamless description of the boundary between the subsystems and allows for the flow of molecules across the boundary. Tests on a liquid water system show that the total energy is conserved well during molecular dynamics and that the effect of the solvent environment on the KS subsystem is well described. An initial application to copper ion binding to the prion protein is also presented.